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] I N T R O D U C T I O N  

In January 1997, Wmterthur Insurance, together with Credit Smsse First 
Boston (CSFB), issued the first hsted CAT bond. The annual " W I N C A T "  
coupons of this three-year convertible bond are knocked out if any single 
storm event damages more than 6.000 vehicles insured by Wmterthur 
Insurance m Switzerland. 

This was a completely new way of securing insurance rusks. The mare 
mtent~on was to test the Swiss capital market for such products and to make 
investors acquainted with them. Thereby Wmterthur, together with CSFB, 
set new standards m product transparency, fairness of pricing and investor 
education by making the historical data available wa mternet and by 
pubhshmg a specml brochure (CSFB (1997)), where the pmcmg and the 
mathematical modelhng are descmbed m detad. This is also a prerequisite to 
enable a scientific dtscusslon on pricing aspects of  such new financml 
products. The developers of the bond are therefore grateful to Mr. Schmock 
for this valuable scientific contmbut~on which can be seen as a thorough and 
profound statistical analysis on the knock-out probability for the purpose of 
quantifying the model uncertainty. 

In Section 2 we bmefly sumnlarlze the whole pmcmg of the bond at the 
issue date and show that there were several rusk premmm elements m this 
pricing where the conservative esUmatlon of the knock-out probabihty was 
just one of  them In Section 3 we consider the modelhng of  low frequency 
Nsks from a practitioner's standpoint and formulate some requirements from 
practice. In Section 4 we make some further comments on the modelhng of 
the Wmcat data. Section 5 is a short SUlnmary. 
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2 T H E  PRICING OF THE WINCAT BOND 

As pointed out m CSFB (1997), the value of the bond Js steered by three 
value-dnwng components which can be evaluated separately' 

(I) the present value of the pnnc~pal that either becomes due at maturity or 
is apphed towards conversion into shares, 

(2) the value of the conversion right, and 
(3) the present value of the expected coupon payments. 
ad (I) Esnmatlng the present value of the principal is strmghtforward The 

discount factor consists of the rxsk-free interest rate and a spread. The 
spread depends on the credltworthmess of the issuer and is only 
arbitrary within relatwely small hmlts 

ad (2) Next to the interest rate, the value of the conversion right depends on 
the knock-out probablhty of the last coupon, the expected dividend 
payments of the shares and the expected volatdlty of the underlying 
Wmterthurstock The latter three values have to beestlmated. Since 
the conversion right was far out of the money, variations of the 
expected volatflzty result m large differences m the value of the 
conversion right. 

ad (3) The present value of the expected coupon payments depends on the 
risk-fl'ee rate, the spread for Wmterthur's credltworthmess and the 
knock-out probabilities of the annual coupons 

From all these value-driving factors, the determlnanon of the knock-out 
probabdines (and their risk premiunls) is tile most interesting one The 
paper by Schmock concentrates on this point But ~t should be kept m mind 
that all the other factors also affect the value of the bond Thereby 
Wmterthur and CSFB had to respect the interests of different types of 
investors' the terms had to be interesting for investors looking for higher 
coupons or an attracuve spread w~th respect to the Swiss Confederanon 
Bonds, the knock-out probability PEAT had to guarantee a risk premium for 
the CAT risk, and last but not least the maphed volatility of the conversion 
right had to please investors mainly looking for a convernble bond The 
pricing had to respect all of these interests and was therefore also a 
compromise m this respect 

The expected PEAT amounts to 13.6% using a constant Po~sson 
parameter model In CSFB (1997), a fair value of 100 88% is calculated 
for the value of the convemble using a spread of 35 basis points over the 
zero-coupon yield on Confederation Bonds, an expected dividend of 
CHF 21, an mlphed volanhty of 17%, and a PEAT Of 25% The bond 
was ~ssued at 100% and not at 100 88% 

The reader should note that there are several nsk-premmm components 
m the whole pricing, only one of them being a conservative estmaanon of 
PEAT" For instance an obwous loading was the fact that the bond was ~ssued 
at 100% and not at 100 88%. Furthermore the volanhty of 17% of the 
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underlying used for the valuation of  the conversion right was below the 
aclual market  volatlhty of  Wlnter thur  shares and below the implied 
volatilitles of  comparab le  opt ions or warrants,  which was of  course nl 
favour  of  the investors. Indeed Winter thur  was ready to pay a certain price 
for the development  of  this market  and to grant  a comfor tab le  risk premium 
to the investors 

Those  who have invested m the bond will be very satisfied with the 
per formance  of  thmr investment so far. The  coupons  were paid out  in the 
years 1997 and 1998 and the value of  the bond on 12th April 1999 was 222% 
(100% = isstle price) 

3 R E M A R K S  ON M O D E L L I N C ,  O F  LOW F R E Q U E N C Y  RISKS 

F R O M  A P R A C T I O N E R ' S  POINT O F  VIEW 

The subject o f  Schmock's  paper  is essentially the modelhng of  low frequency 
risks The mare problem deahng with such risks is that there are usually only 
few observat ions and that there are several models fitting to the scarce 
stausucal data Schmock mvesugates no less than 25 models for the Wmcat  
data,  and there are still more models which would be reasonable (cf 
section 4) O f  course different models will lead to different answers, and 
these d~fferent answers might be a guidance for the evahlatlon of  the model 
r,sk It ~s the merlt of  Schmock's  paper  to have drawn o u r a t t e n t m n  to the 
substantial model risk inherent in pricing products  like Wincat  On the other  
hand an actuary has to choose one model at the end of  the day from the 
var,ous thinkable models to base his calculation on. Moreover  an actuary 
working m pracuce has often not enough rune to examine too many d~fl'erent 
models Therefore  some "gu~dehnes fi'om practme" might we worthwhile 

A first point to be mentioned is that the scarce statistmal data available 
for the specific problem m questmn Js not the only source o f  mfo rma tmn  to 
the actuary Actuaries who are regularly confronted  wnh the ewduat~on of  
insurance risks have bruit up m the course of  thmr professional career a 
considerable a priori knowledge which should be used m the model building 
process and which can reduce the model uncertainty to a certain extent. 
Indeed the quahty  of  insurance risk models largely depends on the nlodel 
builder 's capabllmes of  incorporat ing such a priori knowledge into the 
model. For  instance m the W~ncat probleln a sunple "seasona l"  model 
(assuming a long term cycle) would well fit to the observed data (=  number  
of  events with more  than 1,000 damages vehicles in a given year), but it 
wouldn ' t  make sense f lom an a priori point of  vmw. Why should the number  
of  heavy hall-storms follow such a cychcal pattern? There is no reason for th~s. 

A first practical model requirement is simplicity Models  should be as 
simple as possible and as sophisticated as necessary The actuary has to 
explain his calculations and findings to his "cus tomers" ,  and for this purpose 
slmphcity can only be an advantage  Of  course one should not  "'over- 
simplify" which is the meaning of  "as sophisticated as necessary" in the 
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above statement.  In the case o f  Wincat,  the customer  was the financial 
market .  It was Important  that the model was explainable to and 
unders tandable  by this cus tomer  A sunple and natural  way was to assume 
a constant  Polsson parameter  model. More  sophisticated models are o f  
course thinkable, but one should not abandon  a sHnple model m favour of  a 
more  sophisticated one unless there are really strong arguments  for the 
latter, be it from tile data and /o r  be it from a priori cons~deratlons. 

A further  model requirement  from piact ,ce is robustness One should be 
reluctant to use a model where slight changes m the data have a great effect 
on the obtained results In the case of  Wmcat  it was desirable to have 
forecasts which are not too sensitive with respect to updat ing the model,  
because great vana tmns  in the forecasts could d,mlmsh the credlblhty of  the 
pricing in the market.  A look at the Table  12.1 m Section 12 of  Schmock's  
paper  reveals that the constant  Poisson parameter  model No 2 is much 
more  robust than for instance the more sophisticated modified hnear trend 
inodel No  13 This robustness aspect is an mlpor tan t  point  m most practical 
si tuations and a strong practical argument  in favour  o f  the simple model 

Finally parsimony is a third guidehne for modelhng One should always 
aim to have a model with as few parameters  as possible This is a general 
statistical principle More  parameters  usually give a better fit to the data,  but 
this does not necessardy mean an maprovement of  the predictive power Oil 
tile cont ra ry  "overparalnetnsat~on'"  usually leads to poorer  forecasts In 
practice there is also another  argument  for parsmmny It is important  to 
know what the parameters  mean and what effect a change of  a parameter  
value will have on the result This is often not the case when using a model 
with many parameters  

As regards the Wmcat  problem we are m the comfor table  situation of  
now knowing the outcomes  o f  the years 1997 and 1998 of  this " r a n d o m  
exper iment" ,  namely one observed event with more than 1,000 damaged 
vehicles m each of  these years We can compare  now these new observat ions 
with the forecasts of  the different models In the following we do this for the 
constant  Poisson parameter  model and for one of  the more sophisticated 
models, namely the modified hnear-trend model of  Subsection 7.4 ~n the 
paper  o f  Schmock 

The following Figure 1 shows the fitted curve and the forecasts of  tile two 
models as well as the observat ions used for the forecast (dotted points) and 
the two new observat ions (quadrat ic  points). It reveals that the constant  
parameter  model forecasted much better the two new observat ions than the 
trend model.  
The following Figure 2 shows the forecasts o f  the rood,fled hnear trend 
model,  but  now evaluated at the end o f  1996 (data avmlable at the time o f  
issmng the bond),  a first update  at the end of  1997 and a second update at 
the end of  1998. It illustrates the sensmvtty of  this model  forecast. For  1999 
the forecast is successively reduced from 5.27 to 2.82, i.e. by 46%! In 
contrast  to this the forecast o f  the constant  Polsson parameter  model 
remains nearly unchalaged during this period, which illustrates that the 
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snnple model  is much more  robust .  Note  also that  the first high forecasts o f  
the trend model  have successively moved  in the dlrectmn of  the value of  the 
cons tant  pa rame te r  model  

4 A F U R T H E R  REMARK ON THE M O D E L L I N G  OF THE W I N C A T  DATA 

The careful reader o f  Schmock ' s  pape r  might  have noticed that  the no-trend 
hypothesis  Is rejected on a 1.66% level in the test of  the modified hnear  
model  carried out in section 7 o f  Schmock ' s  paper.  O f  course this would no 
longer be the case if taking into account  also the two new observat ions  But 
this is not an a rgument ,  as one has to consider  the s~tuatmn as it was at the 
isstte date  of  the bond.  Hence one might  ask whether  the simple model  is not 
an oversmaphficauon as there were s t rong reasons f rom the data  against  it 
Indeed there might  be a smaplificatlon m that  model  Looking  at the data 
one notices that  the empirical  varmnce ~s much b~gger than the mean 
whereas  for Polsson the two values should be abou t  the same Hence the 
Pozsson a s s u m p u o n  ~tself might be quest ionable  Indeed, a mixed Polsson 
assumpt ion ,  which m the f rarnework o f  generahsed models  means  an 
overdisperslon,  would p robab ly  be more  adequate ,  since it ~s also suppor ted  
by the following a priori considerat ions.  Heavy  haft-s torms emerge under  
specml weather  condmons ,  but gwen such weather  condmons  it ~s not unhkely 
that several hal l -s torms arise during a relatively short  period An adequate  
way to model such a si tuat ion would be to assume that the number  of  events 
in a gwen year is c o n d m o n a l l y  Po~sson, gwen the general weather  c o n & h o n  
of  that year,  whereas  the Po~sson pa rame te r  is ~tself the ou tcome  of  a 
r a n d o m  varmble  reflecting the var ia t ion of  the weather  condi t ions m 
different years But this means  to assume a mixed Polsson distr ibution 
However  a mixed Polsson model will yield the same point est imates for the 
frequencies as the Po~sson model.  Hence there was no necessity of  using the 
more  comphca ted  mixed Polsson model  by the developers of  Wmcat .  
Look ing  at the different graphs  o f  the different models  in Schmock ' s  paper  
one sees that the observed residuals are still big. Most  o f  the residuals are 
outside the range of  the fitted line phis /minus one s tandard  deviat ion 
restfltlng form the Pmsson ass t tmptmn Schmock ~s aware  of  that and carries 
out a test for overdispers lon in subsection 51 Al though the empirical  
var iance (value 2 9 )  is much bigger than the observed mean (value 1.7), the 
Poisson assumpt ion  is not rejected on the 5% level But of  course this does 
not mean  that  a mixed Po~sson assumpt ion  would not  bet ter  describe re,dlty 
G w e n  that the data  and the a priori a rguments  go ~n the same direction, a 
mixed Polsson assumpt ion  would certainly be adequate  This  shows that  one 
could easily enlarge the num ber  of  reasonable  models  by just assuming for 
iiastance a Negat ive  Binomial  instead of  a Poisson distr ibution But again 
this would have no influence on the point est imates and hence on the 
forecasts and the pricing Howeve r  when it comes  to testing a model it ~s 
crucml to take an eventual  overdlspers lon into account  The present  au thors  
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have therefore made the same test as mentioned above but by using the 
genmod-procedure m SAS 0.e generalised hnear model framework) 
assuming a "Polsson model" with overdlspersmn. They then got a p-value 
of 5.4% (to be compared with the 1.66% mentioned above), Le the no-trend 
model Is rejected on the 5% level when allowing for overdlspersmn. Thus 
taking into account the overd~spers~on there was no evidence from the data 
against a constant parameter model. 

5. SUMMARY 

The present authors thank Mr Schmock for his valuable scmntific 
contribution focusing on the substantial model r~sk inherent m pricing 
financml products hke Wmeat. However they beheve that the constant 
parameter model used for pricing the Wmcat is still a reasonable and 
adequate model also looked at from an a posterion point of wew given the 
analysis of Schmock and gwen the two new observations of the years 1997 
and 1998 
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